My son Chad Mathew Milosevich died last year March 05, 2011 at the age of 34 years in Colorado due to lung cancer from working in the rubble at ground zero.

Chad had never smoked a day in his life and there is no history of cancer in the family. A doctor told him it was like as if he smoked three packs of cigarettes a day for the past 65 years.

Chad’s young life was taken from us serving his Country in need.

You can always look up Chad’s past history of what a caring and brave young man he was on the internet.

Chad had touched so many lives. As well as I am sure of other great fellow Americans that came when America called.

Chad never let us all down, he had proven that. As well as others during the 9/11 event.

This great Nation of ours would not be what it is if it was not for people like my son.

On behalf of all the American people do not let my son down as well as these other great heroes that risk their lives in order to help others.

I cannot tell you in any known words of our sorrow of us losing our son and what he had gone thru in losing his young life in order to help others.

Or the pain and suffering of the constant loss felt by Chad’s younger brother and sister.

But I can tell you in words it would be wrong not to give back what these heroic citizens deserve for their time of need and what they had done for their Country.

The Family of Chad Milosevich
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